Industries and Products:

The variety of applications for permanent mold aluminum castings is virtually unlimited. Castings weighing from a few ounces to more than 50 pounds are cast by the permanent mold process.

Listed below are some of the products LA Aluminum supplies to a wide variety of manufacturers throughout the United States:

- Military
- Military Fuel Tank Fittings
- Aerospace
- Alternative Energy
- Agricultural
- Dental and Medical Equipment
- Power Tools
- Automotive parts and accessories
- Electronic supports
- Fuel cell fittings
- Furniture hardware
- Lawn and garden machines
- Hobby equipment
- Hydraulic valve components
- Machinery components
- Marine hardware
- Pneumatic tool parts
- Housings
- Wind Energy
- Instrumentation
- Meters and Regulators
- Communication Equipment
- Compressors and Pumps
- Explosion Proof Housings
- Robotics
- Industrial Machining

www.laaluminum.com